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Going Meet Man Baldwin James
There’s just something about James Baldwin’s gut-punching prose that compels you to keep reading, even as your heart breaks. That
Baldwin’s works still feel deeply relevant today, more than 30 years ...
10 Essential James Baldwin Books To Read Now & Always
To do so he devises what he termed “a system and scheme” to project Baldwin, focusing on his literary relationship with Paris, where
Baldwin lived for the first nine years of his newly flourishing ...
Contesting Pigeonholes: James Baldwin, Terence Dixon, and Documentary Authorship in "Meeting the Man"
To the world, she was a virally important playwright and civil rights activist, responsible for seminal works like 'A Raisin in the Sun.' To
Baldwin, she was "my sister and my comrade." ...
James Baldwin’s Love Letter to Lorraine Hansberry
The newly released clip reveals a unique glimpse into Baldwin’s private life—as well as his resounding feelings toward white fragility.
ABC Tried to Bury This James Baldwin Interview. Four Decades Later, It's Blisteringly Relevant.
The newly released clip offers a unique glimpse into Baldwin’s private life—as well as his resounding feelings toward white fragility.
Watch a Never-Before-Aired James Baldwin Interview From 1979
James Baldwin knew that racism, properly understood, is a question of tyranny: wherever it persists, democracy does not.
To James Baldwin, the Struggle for Black Liberation Was a Struggle for Democracy
There’s someone I’d like you to meet,” the promotional spot begins. “His name is James Baldwin.” Syracuse Stage is introducing a new
generation of high ...
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Tell Me Something Good: ‘Citizen James’ comes to Syracuse Stage
Whether via written or spoken word, there is no shortage of evidence of James Baldwin’s brilliance. The novelist, playwright, poet, essayist
and civil rights activist was not only prolific during his ...
A Resurfaced James Baldwin Interview Gives an Intimate Look Into His Life and Prescience on White Fragility
While Chef Bill masters the kitchen, Kevin “Downtown” Brown applies his entire personality and previous experience in theater arts,
journalism, and communications, as the front man ...
Nancy by SNAC: Food, fun and the feeling of family
From being a largely speculative oil play in 2020, Reconnaissance Africa is aiming to become a major player in the industry, we sat down to
talk with the CEO ...
Meet The Man Behind The World's Most Exciting Oil Play
Alec Baldwin knew James Gandolfini long before The Sopranos ... At the time, Baldwin was close to the peak of his run as a leading man in
Hollywood. Baldwin, who later received a Best Actor ...
Alec Baldwin Fondly Recalled the ‘Whiner’ in James Gandolfini During the Peak ‘Sopranos’ Years
Alec Baldwin has had a ... referring to James Gandolfini, “tell them — this was early, before you get to the end — there’s only one man in this
business who should come in, whack Jimmy ...
Alec Baldwin Really Wanted To Play The Person Who Whacked Tony Soprano
but its ambiguous finale has continued to stir discussion regarding whether or not Tony Soprano (James Gandolfini) was murdered, but one
thing is for certain, if Tony was whacked, Alec Baldwin ...
The Sopranos: Alec Baldwin wanted to be the one to kill Tony Soprano
When Tony Soprano met his demise, Alec Baldwin ... played by James Gandolfini, by the wrong name, “tell them — this was early, before you
get to the end — there’s only one man in this ...
Alec Baldwin Tried To Convince ‘The Sopranos’ Creators To Let Him Kill Tony Soprano
Alec Baldwin has revealed he once attempted ... referring to the late actor James Gandolfini, who played Tony, 'There is only one man who
should whack Jimmy and ride off with Edie [Falco], and ...
Alec Baldwin attempted to land the role of Tony Soprano's killer
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the man who kills James Gandolfini’s Tony Soprano and runs off with his wife, Carmela, played by Baldwin’s eventual 30 Rock love interest
Edie Falco. “I called up whoever it was, I forget ...
Alec Baldwin Tried to Call Dibs on Whoever Was Going to ‘Whack’ Tony Soprano
By Ryan Parker Senior Reporter Alec Baldwin ... Jimmy [James Gandolfini who played Tony Soprano] — this was early in the beginning
before you get to the end — there is only one man who ...
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